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Exam. Code :

Bachelor of Computer Applica s 4th Semester

SOFTWARE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Paper: BCA-16-403

TimeAllowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 65

Note :- Attempt five questions in all, including Question

No. 9 in Section-E, which is compulsory and taking one each

from Section-A. B. C & D.

SECTION-A

1. Whatis SoftwareProjectManagement?Describethefourimpoftant

phases of the Project Management Life Cycle. l3

2. Defineftasibilitystudyanddiscussvarious stepsinfeasibilitystudy

of a project. Explain the aspects considered in technical and

economic feasibility of a proj ect. t3

SECTION-B

3 . Explain the need ofplanning software projects. What are the broad

activities that encompass software project planning ? 13

4. What is the importance ofproject integration management ? What

are the importantprocesses forproject integration management ?

Explain
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SECTION{

5.WhatisprocessinsffumentationinSoftwareProjectManagement?

Discuss seven core metrics for project control and process

13

6.

instnrmentation with suitable examples'

What do you understand by Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) ?

Give difference between conventional and evolutionary WBS'

In what ways may WBS be used as a key document to monitor

and control a software project ? Explain' 13

SECTION-D

(a) What is project scheduling ? List and discuss the various

Project scheduling activities'

O) Define critical path analysis and project completion time for

thefollowing:

8. Discuss software project cost management and its importance'

Explain the Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) for estimating

thesoftwaredevelopmentcostwithanexample'13
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SECTION-E (ComPulsory Question)

' g. (a) Describetheprinciplesofmodernsoftwaremanagement.

(b) What is a checkpoint in a software project management ? l

Illustrate a typioal sequence of project checkpoints for a

relatively large software project.

(c) what is project organization ? Define matrix organization.

Discuss its merits and demerits. I

(d) What are different types of costs involved in a project ? --
4,3,3,3
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Bachelor of Computer Applications 4th Semester

(20s4)

OPERATING SYSTEM CONCEPTS AND LINUX

Paper : BCA-16-404

Time Al|owed : Three Hours| [Maximum Marks : 65

Note :-Attempt FIVE questions in all, including Q' No' 9 in

Section-E,whi.hi,"o*pulsoryandtakingoNEeach
from Section-A' B' C and D'

SECTION-A

l. Define Operating System and discuss its role from different

perspective'' W[*'i' distributed operating system ? What

.are the "dr"*;; 
or Jir,tiu",ed operating system ? 13

2. For the following set of processes' develop a Gantt-chart

and calculate thJaverage waiting time using :

(i) FCFS

(ii) sJF

(iii) Round Robin (time quantum : l) algorithms :

Process Burst time Arrival time

P45
P55
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4.

SECTION-B 2

3.Whatisdeadlock?Explaindifferentmethodstohandle
deadlocks. Discuss deadlock avoidance using banker's

aleorithm in detail. t3

Consider the main memory with capacity of 3 frames' Assume

that pages of a process are referenced in the order as given

below :

7. 0, l, 2, 0, 3, 0, 4, 2, 3, 0, 3'

Which one is better FIFO or LRU and why ? 13

SECTION-C

(a) What are the important features of Linux that make it

unique as an operating system ? Briefly trace its history'

(b) What are Linux wildcard characters and it what situations

would you use these characters ? Explain with examples'

7,6

(a) Explain what the Linux command 'chmod' does' What

single 'chmod' command can you give that will remove

all write access for others (not you or those in your

group) for all files in your home directory - while

leaving all other permissions on the files intact ?

(b) What is the purpose of 'sort' command in Linux ? Explain

the various options available with the 'sort' command

with example.
7,6
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7. , ", Exp I ain,r"'r.t"1rt:t:");l ".--onty u'nuituble text

editors on Linux-based systems, such as the "vi" editor.

(b) Discuss the methods and commands used to control

processes on a Linux system including suspending,

resuming, killing and changing the priority of running

processes. 7,6

What is Linux system administration and what does it entail ?

Explain the role and function of a system administration in

Linux. Discuss the role of 'tar' facility for system administration

with examples. l3

SECTION-E

(Compulsory Question)

(a) What is meant by cooperating processes ? Describe

advantages of cooperating processes.

(b) Differentiate between paging and segmentation with

. examples.

(c) What is the difference between redirection and piping ?

Write a Linux command to list lines 91 through 100 in

a given file.

(d) How do you display how much disk space is used by

files and how much disk space is free ? 3,3,3,4
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(20s4)

, 
DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

PaPer : BCA-16-405

Time Allowed : Three Hoursl [Maximum Marks : 65

Note :-Attempt FIVE questions in all, including Q' No' 9 in

Section-E, which is compulsory and taking ONE each

. from Section-A' B, C and D'

SECTION-A

1. Compare DBMS and early file systems bringing

major advantages of the database approach'

neat block diagram, explain the architecture of a

DBMS.

2. Explain the difference between weal and strong entity set

with suitable examples. Construct an ER diagram for hospital

management system with a set of patients and a set of doctors'

Associated with each patient a log of the various tests and

9 Sub. Code :

Exam. Code':

examinations conducted.
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SECTION-B

3. Consider the relation schema R(A, B, C, D, E, F) and the

functional dependencies A ) B, C -+ DF, AC + E,

D -+ F. What is the primary key of this relation R ? What

is its highest normal form ? Preserving the dependenc], p

decompose R into third normal form. 13

4. Illustrate the differences between Hierarchical, Network and

Relational data models with the help of suitable examples.

Explain why relational data model is a better choice over the

two. Justify your answer. l3

SECTION-C

5. (a) Discuss the various DDL and DML commands with

illustrations in SQL.

(b) Explain any three aggregate functions in SQL with

appropriate examples. 6,7

6. (a) What is a view ? How do views support logical data

independence ? How are views used for security ? How

are queries on views evaluated ?

(b) Explain the use of GRANT and REVOKE commands to

control the access of the database with examples.

6,7

SECTION-D

7. Consider the following relational tables :

employee (pqson-namg street, city)

works (perspn name, company-name, salary)

company (gompany:namg, ciA)

manages (pgryg!-name, manager-name)
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Write SQL queries for the following : (i) list the names of

the employees who work for the company 'Wipro' along

with the cities they live in (ii) find the names of employees

who work for the company 'lnfosys' with a salary more than

Rs. 50,000 (iii) find the names of the employees who do not

8.

work for the comPanY 'HCL'.

Explain the following with examples :

(a) Cursor management in PL/SQL

(b) Data types in PL/SQL.

cursors ?
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SECTION_E

(Compulsory Question)

g. (a) Define two levels of data independence in DBMS with

examples.

(b) Explain with examples, basic constraints that can be

. specified when a relational database table is created' '

(c) Explain the use of the SQL GROUP BY clause and SQL

HAVING clause with syntax and examples'

(d) What is difference between implicit and explicit SQL

I
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